
Year 3 Overview: Spring 1 term 2021

Self-worth Engagement Purpose

English Values Physical Education
Until I Met Dudley

Roger McGough

‘Have you ever wondered how a
toaster works? Or a fridge-freezer, or a
washing-up machine? In this fun-filled
book of how things work, Dudley, the

techno-wizard dog, provides the
answers.’

"Roger McGough's witty text offers
many weird and wonderful
explanations ... Chris Riddell's artwork
makes the whole an imaginative feast"

We will be reading this book in our class and will respond by:
● Identifying the language features and sentence structures of

our model text.
● Continuing to revisit and use a variety of multi-clause

sentence structures.
● Continuing to revisit our phonetic knowledge.
● Looking at fronted adverbials and expanded noun phrases.
● Creating our own information text about how a clock works.

Our learning skill focus this half term is...

INDEPENDENCE
…where we will be lookIng at what independence means,

encouraging the children to gain confidence and the ability to learn
from mistakes as they build successful and productive lives.

In PE and games this term, we will be learning the rules and skills
required to play net and wall games.

We will also be covering gymnastics and dance
this term; developing balance, core strength
and coordination through choreographing our
own piece to music and using the equipment.

Maths Creative
In maths, we will focus upon the following areas throughout the
term:
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION:

*Continuing to recall and use

multiplication and division facts for the 3,

4 and 8 multiplication tables.

*Consolidating our understanding of the

formal written method for multiplication

and division.

MONEY AND STATISTICS

Additionally, children will complete the daily arithmetic challenges,
and have the opportunity to regularly practise their times tables.

ART:
In art, we will be studying *ancient cave paintings and then creating our own

versions.

MUSIC:
In music, we will be learning to play the Ukulele, learning the chords C, F, G &

G7 to play simple melodies.

SPANISH:
In Year Three we will continue learning the ‘Modern Foreign
Language’ Spanish. We will focus this term on speaking, listening
and reading:

Introductions, numbers to 30 and colours.

*Duo Lingo is a great free app to begin learning
Spanish.

History SMSC & British Values
Driving Question: How can we, as museum curators, demonstrate

the most important parts of *Stone Age life?
This term, we will be learning all about the Stone Age, including:
*Who they were
*The early, middle and new Stone Age
*Stone Age diet
*Stone Age clothing
*Stone Age beliefs

Click here to see the Learning Journey Map

Spiritual: Experiencing and respecting other beliefs.
Moral: Knowing the difference between right and wrong.
Social: Developing leadership, cooperation and teamwork.
Cultural: Appreciating other cultures and what they offer.
Democracy: Developing understanding of different opinions and our
right to vote.
One World: Developing harmony between different cultural
traditions.

PSHE Debate
Dreams and Goals (*JIGSAW):
This term,  we will be learning about
goal-setting, aspirations for ourself and
the world, alongside understanding the
importance of working together.

This half term the children will be debating:

Should children be allowed sugary drinks, sweets and chocolate
before the age of 10?

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/history/stone-age/cave-painting/
https://www.duolingo.com/
https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/search/stone-age/
http://ocean.academies.aspirationsacademies.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2020/12/stone-age.pdf
https://www.jigsawpshe.com/primary-pshe-scheme-of-work-including-statutory-relationships-and-health-education/



